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This book, which has been officially adopted by the Samba team under an open content license, is a comprehensive guide to Samba administration, including such recent additions as integration with Windows NT domains and the SWAT graphic configuration tool. 
 
Samba is a cross-platform triumph: it turns a Unix or Linux system into a file and print server for Microsoft Windows network clients. Now you can let users store their files (and even important executables) in a single place for easy sharing and backup, protected by Unix or NT security mechanisms, and still offer such transparent access that PC users don't even realize they're going to another system. The magic behind Samba is that it recognizes and speaks the SMB protocol developed by Microsoft for file and printer sharing on its own systems. 
 
Basic Samba configuration is simple, but you'll want to make sure your security settings are just right and find out about the full range of options (how do you like your filenames mangled?). Trouble-shooting, security, connectivity, performance, and logging are thoroughly covered with examples in this book. 
 
Samba is so robust, flexible, and secure that many people are choosing it over Windows NT for their file and print services. Furthermore, Samba is proving to be a necessity for the many organizations that have an existing Unix or Linux system and want to tie in PCs running Microsoft software. Samba is also open source software, licensed under the GNU General Public License. 
 
The authors present the most common configurations and problems in an easy-to-follow manner, along with instructions for getting the most out of Samba. Whether you're playing on one note or a full three-octave range, this book will give you an efficient and secure server. The included CD-ROM holds sources and ready-to-install binaries, plus other useful information.
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.NET Framework Standard Library Annotated Reference Volume 2Addison Wesley, 2005
The .NET  Framework Standard Library Annotated Reference, Volume 2,  completes the definitive reference to the .NET Framework base class library.  This book-and-CD set offers programmers unparalleled insight into the ECMA and  ISO specifications for the classes...
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Practical Liferay: Java based Portal Applications DevelopmentApress, 2009
Liferay is a popular open source framework that you can use to create attractive web portals. A web portal can consist of a wide variety of applications such as blogs, document management apps, wikis, discussion forums, and shared calendars. Liferay lets you offer these kinds of features on your portal by providing a runtime environment for hosting...
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Implementing Cloud Storage with OpenStack SwiftPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design, implement, and successfully manage your own cloud storage cluster using the popular OpenStack Swift software


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the fundamentals of cloud storage using OpenStack Swift
	
		Explore how to install and manage OpenStack Swift along with various hardware and tuning...
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Surgical Critical Care and Emergency Surgery: Clinical Questions and AnswersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This is a unique question-and-answer book for surgical residents and trainees, concentrating on the growing subspecialty of surgery in critical care and emergency surgery. This book covers all surgical aspects of critical care and acute or emergency surgery, making it an ideal learning and review  text for surgical trainees and those...
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Terminological Ontologies: Design, Management and Practical ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Information infrastructures are integrated solutions based on the fusion of information and communication technologies. They are characterized by the large amount of data that must be managed accordingly. An information infrastructure requires an efficient and effective information retrieval system to provide access to the items stored in the...
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Extending MFC Applications with the .NET FrameworkAddison Wesley, 2003
Extending MFC Applications with the .NET Framework is the first book to show MFC developers how to boost productivity by  incorporating .NET functionality into existing MFC applications. Tom Archer clearly illustrates how using the .NET Base Class Library (BCL)—to complement or replace MFC classes when there is a...
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